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1 Introduction 

Research facilities have been developed at Karlstad University that can be used 
to investigate new forms of user participation in the early phases of systems 
development. These facilities, which we call Ozlab, can also be used to 
investigate professional designers’ concepts and their ability to design 
interactive automation. It is also possible to utilise Ozlab in experimental 
studies of human–computer interaction and related areas, in cases where it 
would be too costly to develop specific computer programs in order to run 
experiments. 

This chapter presents the underlying ideas behind the development of the 
Ozlab system, as well as the specific concepts and system components 
constituting its present realisation. The specific laboratory implementation used 
at the university is also discussed, as are different examples, which can be seen 
as pilot cases, where Ozlab has been used so far. 

1.1 Designing interactivity 

It is difficult to sketch interactivity. One stumbles on the criss-cross pattern 
produced by one’s pen as one tries to explain to other people how one 
conceives that the interaction between a user and the system will develop the 
scene on the screen. There is the problem of communicating the perceived 
solutions to others, but it also has to be admitted that it is difficult to foresee all 
the problems that a specific user will have in the actual use of the system. 
Prototyping has been used to counter both problems. A prototype can be used 
within a development team and by sales staff to demonstrate functionality and 
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appearance, but a prototype can also be used for usability testing with 
prospective users.  

A programmed mini-version of the proposed system would arguably 
provide a good ground for clear-cut demonstrations or usability tests of a 
proposed software system. On the other hand, there are arguments to include 
low-fidelity prototyping at early stages. One of these is that systems that look 
too real will only be commented on regarding the most obvious and superficial 
matters, that is, graphical details rather than functionality and the very structure 
of the interaction design. Another argument for low-fidelity prototyping is the 
ease with which the designers can explore alternative solutions. Obviously, 
there will be a trade-off between ease of production and clarity of expression. 
This imbalance has been referred to as “the early investment/communication 
gap” (Bailey & Konstan, 2003, p.313). 

Interactivity takes place in time; there can be concurrent actions of both 
user and system, but in order to be called interactive, these actions have to be 
(‘sooner or later’) in some sense dependant on each other, a fact which implies 
a sequential order of action and reaction. Furthermore, temporality entails 
change, which makes it possible to compare actions in the GUI with film 
production: movements of depicted objects, movements of camera, and cuts 
between different scenes (Petersen & Nielsen, 2002). When it comes to running 
a sketched solution, navigation constitutes a specific interaction paradigm, 
namely one that relies on cuts between scenes. 

Navigation between different scenes, as in web design where each scene is a 
new web page, can be easy to demonstrate, because in this case swapping paper 
slides can simulate the interactivity. If the graphic layout is in digital form, 
PowerPoint presentations can be used, because it is relatively easy to add 
hyperlinks between different slides. Furthermore, there is support for sketching 
navigation such as the DENIM (Lin et al., 2001) and SILK (Landay & Myers, 
2001) softwares where it is possible to test-run the sketches as interlinked 
sketches. It is possible to make navigation explicit in also another manner, 
namely by simply showing each page and drawing arcs between or within every 
page for every hyperlink in the future system. Such explication allows designers 
and developers to think of the system in holistic terms. However, the future 
user will not have this vantage-point, as they see only one page at a time. 
Usability studies are necessary, but it is also possible to include the designers’ 
view in the ready-made system by including a so-called site-map (often in a 
substantially altered form, as reported by Newman and Landay, 2000). 
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Playing with interactivity within a scene/page is harder. If things are 
supposed to move around by themselves, they will have to be programmed to 
do so. Videoclips and animations will have to be made and imported in 
advance, and the same holds for sounds. Nevertheless, there are also attempts 
at making demo-running possible for this kind of interactivity. DEMAIS has 
been developed to make it possible to sketch and run demo versions of 
sketches (Bailey, Konstan & Carlis 2001). “DEMAIS is an informal design tool 
that we claim helps a multimedia designer explore and communicate temporal 
and interactive (behavioral) design ideas better than existing tools,” Bailey and 
Konstan (2003) explain in a study where they have compared their tool with 
paper and pencil, as well as with Authorware. This focuses very much on 
running the sketches for communication between the designer and the buyer of 
the system. When developing Ozlab, we took another approach, while still 
having ease of sketching in mind.  

There is no automatic generation of links between different scenes in our 
system. Neither have we developed drawing tools. Rather, the present system is 
developed on Macromedia’s Director, in which the (experienced) designer can 
draw and in which it is possible to import graphics and videoclips. Instead, it 
was the ‘pure’ interactivity that was in focus when Ozlab was conceived.  

Since it does not focus on navigation, our system in part resembles the 
visualisation tool for students of theatre arts called Visual Assistant, which 
“provides an imaginary space into which two-dimensional images can be placed 
and manipulated in three dimensions […] in order to quickly create 
visualisations relevant to performance.” (Beardon & Enright, 1999, p. 154). 
Ozlab lacks the visual third dimension in space, but adds another dimension, 
that of interactivity, because it take two persons to enact anything in Ozlab. 

Our point of departure was, however, the ‘ungraphical’ Wizard-of-Oz 
technique of language technology where different sorts of natural language 
interfaces are superimposed on a programmed system (not necessarily a 
prototype) while a hidden test leader – the wizard – interprets the test user’s 
commands and then makes the system act accordingly. Obviously, this 
technique allows various degrees of explorability on the ‘system’ side: one can 
try out new forms of responses or test an already set response schema. For 
language interpretation and feedback, the Wizard-of-Oz technique is very 
appropriate, because the test leader will be successful where most actual 
systems fail. In order to test and explore GUI (Graphical User Interface) 
interactivity properly, there was the idea of being able to act as freely as in the 
‘linguistic medium’. Obviously, some interactive graphics, like the ones in 
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action games, would not be possible to fake with a human wizard, and, as in the 
linguistically oriented Oz experiments, the wizard will have to rely on an already 
programmed software piece for various content such as calculations. But for 
other software the purpose is in the interaction itself, as in educational software 
or demonstrative help functions. Moreover, for the early sketches, the system’s 
response time is not completely crucial if test users are told that it is an early 
prototype. At any rate, in a modern GUI also sound feedback plays a role, and 
for interactive multimedia applications, speech feedback often has a prominent 
role, which the Wizard-of-Oz method easily supports.  

Ozlab was evolved with the same aim of demonstrating interactive 
behaviour, not concentrating specifically on navigation since, as mentioned 
above, presentation programs such as Microsoft’s Power Point can handle that 
rather simply. In Ozlab, scene switching is simply performed by the wizard 
himself. This is feasible when one is testing designs with a rather limited set of 
pages. It is even a positive feature if one is testing users’ reactions to a range of 
different link structures in an initial phase of product development. But Ozlab 
is especially made to facilitate the interactivity taking place in one scene, where 
one takes advantages of the (2-dimensional) spatial relations built up between 
program and end-user as the interaction evolves in time. Text output, made by 
the wizard or pre-prepared, is possible, as is of course voice output, wizard-
made or pre-recorded, but for wizard-made linguistic output (that is, made up 
by the Wizard at the moment of output), there is the drawback of a generally 
accepted standard for correctness. Misspellings or stuttering will not do. In 
contrast, to move objects on the scene does not have to follow a prescribed 
grammar. This extends to movements made by the faked system when pointing 
out things while perhaps giving an oral explanation. Such movements are not 
restricted in their performance in the way linguistic expressions are. 

Ozlab was specifically developed to facilitate the development of interactive 
aspects. Not only is demonstrating provided for, but also exploration of 
interactive patterns. The solution is, however, rather different from DEMAIS 
because the interactivity is in the hand of the designer as test leader, at the very 
moment the interaction design is put to the test. Naturally, as design ideas 
mature, there is a need to test them more rigorously, and the wizard is then not 
allowed to act freely but rather on behalf of the as yet not programmed 
prototypes. Such prototypes will replace the wizard, perhaps gradually, in 
successive iterations. Some design proposals will have been rejected already 
before programming. That is one reason for conducting sketch demonstrations, 
and the Wizard-of-Oz technique supports demonstrations which are so realistic 
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that deigns can be evaluated as in ordinary usability tests. But this should not 
overshadow the fact that the Wizard-of-Oz technique allows a kind of 
exploration that is hard for the designer to do on her own: it is the trick of 
finding expressions (graphical, linguistic, and various stored multimedia pieces) 
which suit a user in the actual man–machine dialogue. Even inexperienced 
designers can start to do interaction design on the man–machine dialogue level 
when it is possible to test the design with users without programming. 
(Designing the inter-relations of a really big product might none the less be 
impossible for the untrained.) Certainly, there are easy-to-use multimedia tools 
aimed at a general public, but such tools do not invite the lay designer to do 
extensive explorations in interaction designs. Moreover, they promote the 
tendency, often observed even in professional software development, to refine 
rather than redesign (cf. Bill Verplank in an interview in Preece et al. 1994, p. 
467). 

There is a limit to the wizardry that can be performed, because the graphical 
interaction that could be done manually in a GUI is rather limited. Still, we 
believe that this type of graphical interaction could be exploited much more. 
People do not interact with each other via such means normally and it must be 
hard for a designer to pre-conceive all the responses that have to be put into a 
program to make it sufficiently expressive. On the other hand, letting the 
designer be the system, as in a Wizard-of-Oz experiment, makes even a fairly 
unskilled designer an expert if she has a definite idea of the purpose of her 
faked system. People are generally good at interactivity, but not in programming 
it in advance.  

Of course, sometimes it may feel frustrating that an Ozlab-based prototype 
can’t be test-run by itself, just for the sake of demonstration. On the other 
hand, perhaps that is its strongest feature: it will always seem futile to test-run a 
Wizard-of-Oz prototype on one’s own (except when running a technical check 
as a preparation for a test which is going to include a another person). It is not 
easy to fool oneself that “this idea really seems to work” when all the responses 
from the prototype have to be added by oneself. 

1.2 Ethical considerations 

Admittedly, even if this method makes it impossible for the designer/developer 
to fool her- or himself, the whole set-up is built on fooling someone else. 
Indeed, some ethical problems will arise when faking a system, as in the 
Wizard-of-Oz experiments. After a test one should inform the test subject 
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about the real nature of the test and offer to destroy the data gathered during 
the test if the test subject so wishes. Ozlab is not always used to ‘fool’ subjects 
but merely to demonstrate interactivity, and then no special ethical concern is 
necessary beyond the ethical issues that always have to be considered in tests 
involving human subjects. On the other hand, many multimedia applications 
are directed to children, and Ozlab has been used in experiments with children 
with severe learning difficulties, mainly children with Down’s syndrome 
(Trisomy 21) and autism. The parents have then been informed in advance, but 
after the session it has not been meaningful to explain the test set-up for some 
of the subjects. When children with severe learning disabilities are test users, 
one has to be careful how the wizardry is carried out. The lasting impression 
might be created that computers can reason and converse just like adult human 
beings, especially when these experiments are performed by people who are not 
schooled in usability testing. As will be noted later, wizards, and not least non-
professional designers, feel a certain thrill when interacting with people via the 
user interface. It is a reaction that seems to indicate that user-involvement is 
preferred by naïve designers when they use Ozlab as a design aid (Pettersson, 
2002a).  

This could be expounded on further. However, the purpose of this chapter 
is not to argue for the usefulness of a ready-made Wizard-of-Oz tool, but to 
describe the concepts and (briefly) the technical details, and then to give an 
account of the experiences we have had during Ozlab’s nearly two years of 
existence. This introductory section has discussed the underlying concept of 
exploring interactivity and the need for a technical solution to promote such 
exploration when it comes to human–computer interaction in a multimedial 
user interface. The next section will continue the description of the concepts 
behind the technical solution and then proceed by presenting the solution itself 
and a laboratory implementation of it. 

2 Ozlab system components 

2.1 Conceptual outline 

In Wizard-of-Oz experiments a test person is under the impression that he is 
interacting with the computer in front of him when in fact the test manager sits 
in the next room interpreting the user’s commands and providing appropriate 
responses. The computer’s functionality is thus faked in a way that makes it 
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possible to demonstrate or test system proposals without having to program 
prototypes. This experimental technique has often been employed in language 
technology (see e.g. Dahlbäck et al. 1993; original WOZ technique by Kelley 
1984). This technique of ‘deception’ has been popular in language technology 
because processing of natural language (text or speech) can be simulated even 
when there is no software unit available that understands natural human 
language. 

The technique also allows for output which is not yet programmed, for 
instance if one does not like the voice of a text-to-speech converter one can use 
a human voice instead. However, speech output as well as text output produced 
by the wizard in real time may contain errors which will be bewildering or very 
revealing for the test user (i.e., reveal for the test user what is really happening). 

Extending the Wizard-of-Oz methodology to the GUI means that the 
wizard has to understand users’ pointing and clicking with the mouse, which is 
unproblematic, of course. But the reverse is also interesting, namely that the 
output is visible and consists of page shifting, playing pre-recorded pieces 
(video or animation and not only sound), making objects disappear or reappear, 
making objects move around on the page.  

The first two output types present no problems but are often simple enough 
to ‘program’ in existing prototyping tools or presentation tools. In most 
instances it may not be of any advantage to employ a Wizard of Oz. However, 
in the first stage of the design cycle the experimenter is still trying to outline the 
dialogue and may still not know how different design details will work. During 
this phase the method may be quite appropriate, since only the graphical look 
has to be entered before the demonstration can take place (compare the mock-
up WAP interface in Pettersson et al., 2003). The stopping of pre-recorded 
pieces on different halt-conditions, defined by what else the user does on the 
screen, may be hard to program, but can be swiftly tested by a Wizard of Oz. 
Similarly, starting such pieces on other premises than the simple ‘press-the-
start-button’ can be done at no cost in a Wizard-of-Oz set-up. Here, just as in 
the linguistic experiments, the interpretative aspects are crucial. 

The hiding and moving, to continue with the output types, are easy to 
simulate manually by a wizard, and could be very useful in some instances. For 
example, when guiding a user, the wizard may wish to move an arrow and at 
the same time explain with his voice, a ‘how to do’ output. An interesting 
aspect of wizard-produced output is that the graphical gestures do not have to 
match with an exact standard whereas the linguistic output does have to. 
Grammar and pronunciation rules define well-formed utterances and a wizard 
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has to respect them. The disparity also covers the prerequisites for a Wizard-of-
Oz experiment: in preparing the requisita for a Wizard-of-Oz experiment, the 
voice output is easy, since no pre-recorded material is necessary (albeit 
sometimes preferred), while for movements there have to be pre-stored, visible 
objects to move. 

From this discussion it should be clear that the graphical elements have to 
be in place, whether they consist of pictures or videos. Naturally, these 
graphical elements can be unpolished pieces rather than finished ones, all 
depending on the purpose of the planned wizardry. In any case, the graphical 
elements need to be stored in digital format in a dummy user interface. We call 
the dummy user interface interaction shell; ‘shell’ because it is devoid of any real 
functionality. However, wizards will need some basic functionality, for example 
that certain objects should be movable and possible for the wizard to hide. In 
Ozlab, these basic functionalities and some variants of them together with 
some further basic object-level functionality are stored in a template shell. To 
make a proper faked prototype one would also need some outline of the 
interaction to take place. Such an interaction scheme or response scheme could be 
growing ever more detailed as pilot tests are run, as Figure 1 demonstrates.  

Test  Visible objects in shell file Interaction scheme 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

… … … 

-”- 

-”- 

-”- 

-”- 

Figure 1. The evolution of an interaction shell. 
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In Figure 1 there is a first test session (Test 1) with no voice instructions to 
the user(s). An interaction scheme can be used by the wizard during test 
sessions as a memory aid. In the figure, the empty space in the first row can 
signify that the wizard did not use the scheme or that such a scheme simply did 
not exist; the designer-as-wizard is still able to keep his ideas in his head at this 
stage. 

For the second test session, however, voice instructions are to be given, and 
the wizard does not want to stumble on the words but be sure to remember 
what to say. The interaction scheme thus contains the voice responses which 
the faked system is supposed to give. Now, it may happen that in spite of this 
memory aid, the wizard started to read some phrase too early or too late on 
several occasions during the second test round. Therefore, the scheme is 
elaborated, with comments on graphical conditions for some voice responses, 
that is, conditions for what the screen should look like or what the user is 
attempting to do. Then a new test session is conducted. 

After the third test round the graphics are changed by replacing some simple 
graphical objects and by adding an extra pre-recorded piece. A fourth test 
shows that the interaction scheme would have to be elaborated somewhat as 
concerns the arrangement of graphics during the dialogue between user and 
machine. This is then tested in a fifth round and further elaboration of the 
digitised part or of the wizard’s response scheme is possible. 

It may seem that the designer’s description of the interaction will be very 
meagre if the interaction scheme consists only of memory-aids for the wizard. 
But since the shell is developed through tests and demonstrations, it is easy to 
make video recording of screen events and to include the wizard’s voice on the 
same video film (or video file) as well as comments by other test-leaders and by 
test users and clients. Such material could serve as a kind of user-interface 
description, and where the programmers find the response scheme to be under-
specified, they can run Wizard-of-Oz tests where they are ‘users’, demonstrating 
possible user-actions that the wizard will have to cater for. Multimedia-based 
requirements specifications are not standard today, but will perhaps become a 
commonplace in the future. 

Some words on terminology may be in place here. The word ‘prototype’ 
often implies a working, programmed model where the interactivity is 
automatic. A broader definition is found in, e.g., the widely used HCI 
introductory textbook by Preece, Sharp and Rogers (2002, p. 240f). ‘Mock-up’ 
is usually used for a non-functioning prop (‘Attrapp(e)’ in Swedish and 
German). The Wizard-of-Oz experiments are a kind of prototyping where the 
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interactivity is present even if the program is not. For this kind of prototyping 
we have used the phrase ‘mock-up prototyping’ in several publications. 
However, because the interactivity is present, this is perhaps not the best 
designation of this method. ‘Wizard-of-Oz prototyping’ is a workable 
compromise and the artefact in the centre of this prototyping could be called an 
‘Oz prototype’. The term ‘interaction shell’ is meant to indicate that no code 
exists behind the visual surface. It was used originally to designate the objects in 
the user interface (mainly graphics) and the interaction scheme as depicted in 
Figure 2. With the elaboration of manuals for the Ozlab system, it appeared 
easier to identify the corresponding computer file with the notion of interaction 
shell. Therefore, the expression ‘an Oz prototype’ is convenient for the whole 
set, even if such a prototype does not come into existence until the wizard is 
there too (because otherwise the interactivity is not present). 

Figure 2. Original concept of interaction shell. 

Interaction shell 

Objects in the user interface 
(mainly graphics)

Interaction scheme 
(Response scheme)

Even if some wizard-supporting code will be attached to individual objects, 
there is also some functionality that the wizard may need but which is 
independent of the specific interaction shell being used. For instance, a “Wait” 
symbol or a “Wait” screen can be very handy in case something unexpected 
happens during a test session. Jumping between different pages or scenes 
within a shell is also something that is not dependent on the individual graphics 
(since we do not want to have a pre-programmed PowerPoint presentation) but 
it is necessary. And even if some graphics are supposed to be moveable by 
users, a ‘lock all objects’ function may sometimes be needed to keep users in 
pace with the system, i.e. with the wizard. More general wizardry functionality is 
conceivable. In conclusion, when running a Wizard-of-Oz session, whether it is 
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as a usability test or just as a demonstration, there has to be some ‘Testrunner’ 
software making accessible both the general wizard functionality as well as the 
shell-specific wizard functionality. 

The description above concerns the existing Ozlab system where a designer 
is supposed to work with original graphics, or else incorporate graphics from 
existing programs by screen-dumping into an Oz prototype. We are planning a 
wizard overlay to be used in connection with real programs running on the test 
person’s computer. This could be handy if one wants to investigate different 
possible designs of help functions of already existing programs or web sites. 

Finally, a word on wizard awareness is appropriate. Even if the test user may 
not be aware of the wizard, the wizard could be aware to different degrees of 
what the test user does. So far the discussion has been held as if the interaction 
between wizard and user is mediated only via the interface. However, a Wizard-
of-Oz test can be performed as an ordinary usability test, where the test leader 
sits in another room than the test user(s) but monitors the test user(s) through 
microphone, videocam, and directly via a window (or a one-way mirror, so as 
not to distract the test subjects). This is a convenient way to start an exploration 
of interaction patterns because sometimes the wizard cannot otherwise be 
informed of how the user reacts to the hints given by the faked system. But as 
the interaction patterns mature, the wizard can start to perform tests ‘blind-
folded’, that is, without seeing or hearing the test user(s). Then the designer-as-
wizard can really be the system. 

2.2 Software components 

The main components of the present version of the Ozlab system are sketched 
in Figure 3. TL stands for ‘test leader (computer)’ and TP for ‘test person 
(computer)’. Besides the Template, the Updater, and the Testrunner, one also needs 
Macromedia’s Director 8.5 (or MX) to build shells from the Template, and 
Macromedia’s Shockwave Multiuser Server 3.0 which handles the com-
munication between the TL and TP computers during the running of a usability 
test or demonstration of the interaction shell. Tests can be recorded either by 
video or by some screen recorder like Hyperionics’ HyperCam, which allows 
simultaneous recording of sound. However, screen recorders tend to slow the 
system down. For setting up an Ozlab environment, there is a special program 
called Ozlab Setup which includes network parameter setting for the Testrunner 
and the FileUpdater. 
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Shell 

…

FileUpdater 

Ozlab Testrunner Shell Template 

Figure 3. Main components of the present version of the Ozlab system. 

TL 
TP 

TP TL 

The Template is a Director file prepared with drag-and-drop code pieces, 
called ‘behaviours’ in Director, with parameter dialogues. These code pieces 
contain the wizard supports that have to be attached to the individual objects in 
the interaction shell, as described above in Section 2.1. The template file is 
opened in Director, and bitmaps, video-clips etc. used in the interaction shell 
can then be imported into the file and laid out in one or several pages. The 
‘behaviours’ in the Template are used for specifying how the laid out objects 
should function during an experiment. For example, by dragging and dropping 
a MoveableByTL behaviour onto an image in the interaction shell one specifies 
that this image should be moveable by a Test Leader, i.e., by a wizard who 
provides the output of a simulated program during an experiment.  

To run an interaction test, the interaction shell(s) must first be copied to the 
computer where the test subject is. This is done with the Ozlab FileUpdater 
which checks the corresponding folder on the test computer to look for files 
which are not up to date. Thus, if several shell files have been up-dated by the 
test leader, all these files will be transferred (it is easy to forget to transfer all up-
date files if this is not done automatically). Then, Ozlab Testrunner is started 
both on the test person’s and test leader’s computer. This program runs the 
shell file(s) and displays various tools on the test leader’s computer that enable 
the test leader to monitor and control the test person’s computer in various 
ways. See Figure 4 for an example screen shot of TL’s screen. 

A couple of comments on the implementation of Ozlab should be made 
regarding the reliance on Macromedia’s Director and about the notion of shell 
and Director files. 
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Figure 4. The wizard’s screen during a user test session. The test user’s screen is visible in the 
centre frame as are also graphical objects which the test leader can hide during the session. 

Firstly, Macromedia’s Director is not easy for novice designers to handle. In 
spite of this we chose this as the tool to create interaction shells since it allowed 
us to use the Multiuser Server as well. The difficulties for beginners do not stem 
so much from the complexity of the actions they have to take, but rather from 
the fact that Director is a full-fledged multimedia tool and the few and simple 
functions which the Ozlab user needs are served among a plethora of other 
functions. In the future, a separate shell builder may be constructed. At present, 
the wizard-supporting details are still being refined and we choose to keep to 
Director while the prototyping tool Ozlab is still in a prototype stage itself. 
However, we are working on parameterizing or tagging the wizard supports in 
the Template so that the code will exist in the Testrunner instead. This will 
make it easier to adapt the Testrunner to read Flash files as Shell files. For 
professional designers, well acquainted with multimedia production tools, it is 
probably better to have the shells developed within Director or Flash, since this 
way of working allows for gradual replacement of wizard output with 
programmed responses within the interaction shells. 

Secondly, identifying the concept of ‘interaction shell’ with that of a file 
produced in Director is convenient, partly because people tend to speak of the 
visible parts as ‘the shell’, partly because the digitised material and the response 
schema will develop in different steps (cf. Figure 1). Also different parts of a 
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design idea could need some generic term, and because such parts may be 
stored in different files, we can refer to them as different shells. During an 
experiment or demonstration, Ozlab operates on two levels: the wizard can 
jump between different pages within the shell file; he can also choose between 
several shell files. This allows for a hierarchic arrangement of pages, a fact 
which facilitates the wizard’s navigation during a user test. It also facilitates the 
administration of sub-alternatives within one interaction design. 

2.3 The laboratory set-up 

The purpose of a Wizard-of-Oz experiment is to have genuine user reactions, 
which often means that the experiment is run without the test subject being 
aware that he or she is not sitting with a real software prototype. As discussed 
earlier, it is often worthwhile to run tests even if people are aware of the wizard, 
because the interaction has to be seen ‘on screen’, so to speak, in order for 
different stakeholders involved in the design process of an interactive product 
to get a clear understanding and feeling for different proposals. It is not even 
prescribed who should act as wizard and who should act as test user.  

Nevertheless, often enough one wants to hide the wizard, and the wizard 
takes the role of an ordinary test leader in a usability test, where the test leader 
sits in one room and the test user in another. Such a laboratory is frequently 
used at Karlstad University; see sketch in Figure 5. The laboratory is situated in 
the Department of Special Education, where researchers sometimes need to 
observe children with autism being trained by teachers. Therefore the 
laboratory is equipped with a one-way mirror which allows researchers to 
follow what is happening in the test booth (the room to the right in Figure 5). 
This is equally suitable for usability tests. Moreover, a videocam in the ceiling of 
the test room makes it possible to record users’ face and body movements. A 
second camera is in fact sometimes mounted in the control room, because we 
also have been observing how wizards go about their task – they are, after all, 
our test subjects when they are using Ozlab.  

As indicated by Figure 5, two wizards may be controlling the output: one is 
a ‘graphical’ wizard using the Ozlab software; the other is a ‘voice’ wizard 
reading system speech output. A voice-disguising unit makes it possible to, e.g., 
convert a female wizard to a male one. This is handy if it is the same person 
who guides the test persons into the booth as the one who acts as wizard. 
Similarly, one nearly always wants to conduct interviews after a test to hear the 
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test person’s opinions, and using the voice-disguiser the designer can hide her 
voice during the test and then conduct an interview including questions about 
the computer’s spoken feedback. Naturally, the ethical code demands that the 
designer reveal the experimental set-up, as pointed out earlier. There is a 
limitation to the soundcard we use, namely that it allows for setting only one 
disguising at a time. Thus, it is not possible for one and the same wizard to 
have several voices during a test (one can imaging the need for this in an 
application for children in which several figures occur). 

Voice output comes through the ordinary loudspeakers of the TP computer, 
as would also any pre-recorded sound that is elicited via the Ozlab software. 
Another loudspeaker in the test room is used for the test leader’s instructions as 
test leader to the test person. Our lab is equipped with a third microphone for 
test leaders to record comments during tests. 

Figure 5. Outline of usability lab. Left: control room  
with TL computer. Right: test room with TP computer. 

(Illustration by Ewa Öberg-Grufman.) 

Screen activity can be captured by software, but often we use SVHS video-
recorder. In both cases wizard’s voice, test leader instructions, test leader 
comments, as well as test person’s voice can be recorded simultaneously with 
the image. The video signal is not only sent to the video recorder but also to a 
small TV-set in the control room, as depicted in Figure 6. This is convenient as 
it makes it possible to have a better view of the TP screen during tests than the 
one-way mirror allows for. It is also convenient when preparing for a test. The 
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lab is equipped with a double control of the TP computer by keyboard and 
mouse, so with a simple switch the control room can take over the input to the 
TP computer. This is good when preparing for tests.  

Figure 6. The control room. The test room is seen 
through the one-way mirror window. 

As already indicated, comments by test persons can be recorded, and such 
comments can also be made audible in the control room, even if one has to 
make certain that the voice of a test person does not reappear in the TP 
computer’s loudspeaker through the voice disguising unit. 

The videocam filming the test person is taped with a small digital video 
camera (DV), and the small LCD screen of that camera is used as monitor. We 
have found no reason to monitor the test users during tests via the videocam, 
so this small screen is enough for the simple task of adjusting the camera 
(which is done by remote control from the control room). 

All the monitoring possibilities in the Ozlab laboratory make it important to 
emphasise that, for a designer trying out new interaction patterns, it is 
advantageous after some test rounds to drop the real-time monitoring and rely 
only on the information provided by the user interface. This allows the 
designer-as-wizard to see exactly what the input of the future system will be (cf. 
what was said at the end of Sec. 2.1). 

For interaction between designer and content expert or other members of a 
development team, a mini-Ozlab setting works fine where two computers are 
placed near each other and one person acts wizard and the other gets a feeling 
for the interactivity. Voice responses from the ‘system’ may naturally make such 
a demonstration session less convincing. Anyhow, designers should not hesitate 
to do such experiments in early design phases rather that decide on interactivity 
patterns all by themselves. 

Field experiments could be based on mini-Ozlabs but if voice is crucial one 
might want to enable a wizard to speak. This is not always easy. A simple 
technical solution is that the wizard sits in another room with a microphone 
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and a long lead to a portable loudspeaker which is placed near the computer 
where the test person sits. But the wizard could need some feedback from an 
assistant sitting by the test person. Another microphone is then needed, and a 
headset for the wizard. The other alternative for a speaking user interface is to 
use pre-recorded sound in order to let the wizard see the test subject. On one 
occasion at a school when it was the wizard’s voice that had been recorded (in 
non-disguised form) this caused confusion for young test subjects, because they 
recognised it as the voice of the person who was busy with the other computer 
all the time. 

Finally, the computers at the test location must have network cards and one 
must put Macromedia’s Multiuser Server software (shareware) on one of the 
computers. Then, of course, one has to install the Ozlab software components. 
If it is a limited field test, then it is definitely better to use a laptop with the 
Multiuser Server and Ozlab installed and with a cross-wired network cable to 
connect to existing computers at the test site. Recording can be performed with 
a small DV-cam, because laptops have an appropriate outlet for them. Screen 
recording software can be used, but it might make the wizard’s computer lag 
behind the test person’s computer, as mentioned in the beginning of Section 
2.2 above. Bringing the laptop in also makes it possible to make changes in the 
interaction shells, because Director can be installed in the laptop. Using laptops 
is of course also convenient when making demos (as did Pettersson & Siponen 
2002, 2003). 

3 Projects involving Ozlab 

3.1 No remote-access solution 

Two students were involved in the original plans for realising Ozlab. The task 
was carried out as a B.A. thesis project (Boström & Siponen, 2001) where the 
feasibility of ‘remote access’ applications were tested for Wizard-of-Oz 
purposes. Remote access applications are used to let systems administrators 
manipulate users’ computers. However, since the user’s access to his/her 
computer is either blocked or conflicts with what the administrator’s is doing, 
such software is not suitable for Wizard-of-Oz studies. Furthermore, remote 
access software normally makes the actions of the administrator transparent to 
the user; no secret wizardry is possible. Another sort of remote access software 
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– downloadable via the web – allows for hidden peeping and controlling the
user’s computer without the user being aware of this; such software is not 
suitable either, since the wizard should be able to produce user-interface output. 
That is simply the idea behind interactive software. 

Another important point is that the wizard system itself has to be easy to 
use as a wizard tool, and this excluded various graphical chat tools like 
Microsoft’s NetMeeting or the multiple mouse solution developed for the 
“shared spatial desktop” in Simsarian et al. (1999; recent presentation in 
Hourcade et al., 2002). The Ozlab software was used by various wizards during 
the development of the software. The first, prototypical system was completed 
by one of the B.A. students, in the first study, Joe Siponen, who has up to June 
2003 functioned as the Ozlab programmer.  

3.2 Naive designers as concept developers and test managers 

Ozlab was developed further during autumn 2001. A pilot study was run 
concurrently to check on the ease with which inexperienced interaction 
designers could use the system. Three test wizards from the Department of 
Special Education at Karlstad University, participated on a voluntary basis. 
They were given no reduction in their ordinary workload. If they had had 
special time for this trial, it would not have been a test under real-life conditions 
(and very soon, they would not have been that inexperienced). 

Many comments from the test wizards, who were inexperienced in 
programming and even in simple multimedia tools, concern weaknesses in the 
still incomplete system: too few supporting functions in the interaction shells, 
but especially too few graphical indications. GUI was not fully utilised but the 
wizard’s screen looked like a standard GUI including drop-down menus, which 
are not easily accessed during a running test. Other problems, and in particular 
our assistance to the wizards, concerned the use of the professional multimedia 
tool Director in creating the shells. There are not many widgets one has to 
utilise, but these are served among a bewildering plethora of professional 
functions. A further problem was caused by the need in that version of Ozlab 
to compile the Director shell files and run them directly on the TL and TP 
computers. It was bewildering for the test wizards to have one Director file and 
one executable file for every interaction shell (this is never the case for text 
documents, spreadsheets, and presentations, i.e. files associated with the most 
commonly used programs). This deficiency was remedied after the trial by 
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creating the Testrunner described in Section 2.2 above. The Ozlab Testrunner 
runs interaction shells in Director format and hence no compilation is needed. 

The enthusiasm of the pilot study wizards was great, even as early as in the 
shell building phase. They were interested in participating in the different 
phases even if time allocation was a problem. On many occasions, the test 
wizards expressed worries that the time span between different sessions allowed 
them to forget what they had learnt. This was indeed the case with respect to 
the details of Director and Ozlab. At the same time, the level of insight as to 
the overall goals of making shells and to setting up Wizard-of-Oz experiments 
increased. For observations on various types of interactions, see Pettersson 
(2002b). 

In short, even if the purpose of the pilot study was mainly to make the 
facilities easier to use, the study indicated that a graphic-based Oz laboratory 
allows naïve designers to work as concept developers and test managers. The 
volunteer designers worked enthusiastically during the shell building. Perhaps it 
was stimulating to see their ordinary material appear on a computer screen – it 
started to look like a computer program. Possibly, the stimulation provided 
during the test sessions of having direct reactions from test users on what they 
did on the screen contributed to their lasting enthusiasm. There was often a 
noticeable excitement during the test runs. 

3.3 Semi-professional designers 

In order to be able to test system development based on Ozlab with more 
experienced designers we used multimedia students attending a HCI course. 
These students could be classified as ‘semi-professionals’.  

In spring 2002 the class was divided into eight teams, of which four were to 
use Ozlab, and the development process of each team was evaluated for early 
involvement of user testing. The Ozlab teams could be hypothesised to involve 
users earlier because these teams would not have to program before any 
usability testing started. The other four teams could use the laboratory only for 
ordinary usability testing that required programmed prototypes. 

However, the Wizard-of-Oz technique itself was not completely understood 
by the students and consequently the Oz teams did not take advantage of the 
possibility of testing during the design phase. Moreover, some of the students 
were not aware of what the limitations of the Ozlab system were which caused 
problems for two of the four Oz teams. Navigations within a Director file to 
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different ‘pages’ (or scenes) were in fact suggested by students and later 
included in the Ozlab system. (This procedure does not make it easier for 
inexperienced multimedia designers, but it facilitates for professional designers 
and, in combination with utilisation of different shell files, it allows for a natural 
arrangement of pages in hierarchies, which in turn facilitates the development 
of different sub-versions of a user interface as mentioned in Section 2.2). 

A general conclusion that might be drawn is that students who have recently 
learnt to use a multimedia production tool need to be taught not to implement 
before testing. This runs counter to their previous experience with the 
prototyping tool. 

In spring 2003 and with a new class of multimedia students more time was 
spent on explaining Wizard-of-Oz experimenting and Ozlab. One additional 
feature was to stress that they were not to make a working prototype. The task 
was also further limited in size by giving an example of what they could do: 
teaching aids for 10-years old on decimal numbers. The drawback with this was 
that not many teams had access to test subjects of the right age. There was a 
request that each team come up with at least two design solutions and go 
through pilot testing as well as ‘real’ testing, even if the test subjects were not of 
the right age group. In this way, within two weeks, eleven teams learnt about 
Wizard of Oz and familiarised themselves with Ozlab, and in the event 
produced 22 usability tested proposals. 

As an addendum to this, it could be mentioned that one of the participants 
in that course was in fact a colleague of ours. She later used her team’s proposal 
for demonstration purposes in a user-interface programming course for 
schoolteachers. In fact recently, copies of the Ozlab software have been given 
to a few Scandinavian academics, some of whom were attracted by the 
possibility of augmenting HCI teaching, while some brought up the possibility 
of making experiments, rather than using Ozlab in systems development. 

3.4 Student projects 

Some B.A. theses have been written since we set up the laboratory and the 
working Ozlab system spring 2002. The laboratory has not been used to any 
great extent for ordinary usability studies, that is, for evaluating software 
without utilising the Ozlab tools. Rather, the work in the laboratory has most 
often been based on Ozlab and Wizard-of-Oz methodology. An on-line manual 
for Ozlab has even been produced and is available on CD-ROM. Other 
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projects that have been completed include, for example, an investigation of 
dialogue structure for a WAP service with speech recognition. In another 
project students tested Ozlab as an alternative to PowerPoint, because the 
supervisor (that is, the author of the present chapter) has often found errors in 
his own and in others’ PowerPoint presentation materials at conferences and 
seminars. Would it not be nice to be able to edit presentations on the fly and to 
make event-specific selections of slides without the audience noticing? The task 
of comparing Ozlab with other alternatives turned out to be a bit difficult to 
carry out as a student project, because the students were not experienced 
lecturers and thus lacked insight into what a presenter would like to have. In the 
event a demonstration presentation was run within the project, as Figure 7 
shows. Two laptops were used, and material in the TP machine was projected 
on the screen while the ‘Lecturer of Oz’ interacted with the TL laptop. To be 
useful, a set-up using extended desktop with different windows for TP and TL 
on the same computer would be necessary, of course. 

Figure 7. Ozlab rivals PowerPoint. 

Another idea, of lesser dimensions, but which has, on the other hand, 
reached a more mature level, concerns a math program for 10-11 years-old 
pupils of ordinary schools. Division algorithms are not easy to learn for most 
children, and parents too need an instructor! This idea is based on the same 
basic notion as the initial pilot study with the special educationalists, viz. that 
one should explore visual and spoken support in interactive software. These 
projects are interesting case studies of conceptual evaluation using the Wizard-
of-Oz method. The maths proposal has gone through successive developments. 
It started with initial design and usability testing in spring 2002, conducted by 
two Information Systems students. These two students had no multimedia 
designing experience but very quickly learned how to make the interaction 
shells and how to act wizards. During the summer vacation, a pair of 
multimedia students ran further Oz tests and then implemented the ideas in 
Director. The resulting software has been distributed to two classes at a lower 
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basic level in Karlstad as part of a third B.A. projects in which two students 
studied usability and acceptability effects. 

The student projects are listed at the end of the chapter (the Ozlab 
programmer Joe Siponen has in many cases given the students technical help). 

3.5 Field experiments 

As yet there has not been time to run Ozlab-based projects outside the 
laboratory at the university. However, a small pilot study was carried out during 
ten months of 2002 in which it was found to be easier to visit the clients at their 
locations rather than vice-versa. This study was on how interactive graphics can 
be used in training children on number concepts. Visual discrimination was the 
special focus. The target group was children with severe learning difficulties, 
and in the first tests conducted at the university with clients of the Special 
Education department, parents aided the children’s mouse control. After a 
careful analysis by the special educationalists of video tapes from such test 
rounds, it was found that it was impossible to assess the clients’ degree of 
understanding. The parents’ execution included too much interpretation. To 
find new test subjects and to find natural settings where the subjects were not 
accompanied by their parents, two schools for children with special needs were 
approached. In the first field experiment, many technical difficulties were 
encountered. In the second, a prepared laptop was used, as described at the end 
of Section 2.3 above, where also lessons concerning wizard voice is given.  

A students’ B.A. project in collaboration with special education 
schoolteachers at a lower basic school in Karlstad is being carried out during 
2003. In this case laptops are used, but they belong to the ordinary equipment 
of the school. The idea is to make a suitable e-mail user- interface for dyslectic, 
autistic children. Teachers and two pupils in collaboration have made the 
graphics of the user-interface, which is now being evaluated by Ozlab-based 
usability tests at the school in question. 

3.6 Mobile phone user interfaces 

In collaboration with another HumanIT project, Ozlab is used for testing 
various user interfaces for laymen who want to use the privacy protection 
functions that are now being developed by telecom industry in accordance with 
W3C working group P3P. Prof. Simone Fischer-Hübner, Computer Science, 
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and Dr. John Sören Pettersson, Information Systems, are developing this field 
together with various partners (Pettersson, Thorén & Fischer-Hübner, 2003). 

When faking a WAP or other mobile phone interface on the computer 
screen, it is not always necessary to try to ‘fool’ the test subject that the 
functionality is implemented at some remote mobile operator’s server. On the 
contrary, a mini-Ozlab setting (Sec. 2.2) works well. Ozlab then becomes a 
communication tool between different persons in a development team (or 
research group), as can be seen in Figure 8. 

Figure 8. Testing interactive design as interactive design. 

3.7 User interfaces of robotics for orthopaedic surgery 

Surgeons have evermore sophisticated tools at their disposal. The picture in 
Figure 9 shows a robot that is being developed by Medical Robotics and which 
is used for positioning instruments during orthopaedic operations. During 2003 
and 2004, the Ozlab technique will be used for developing methods which will 
enable doctors and nurses to participate in the design of user interfaces for the 
Medical Robotics robot. In a more extensive project funded by the EU’s funds 
for regional development, other companies with other kinds of health care 
technology are also included. 

Figure 9. Orthopaedic robot. 
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The Ozlab system makes it easy to discuss different graphical and interactive 
features of the user interface. Including nurses and doctors in the development 
process could be done in a number of ways. At the bottom level, there is the 
possibility of making alterations and adjustments to the existing user interface. 
Then, since the Wizard-of-Oz technique allows for relatively easy mocking up 
of user interfaces, wholly different solution can be tested on the user groups, 
sometimes according to their suggestions, sometimes after inspiration from 
what has been reported in the HCI literature. Members of the user groups can 
also function as wizards and the interaction shells can contain textboxes to be 
filled in by the wizards during tests, so that a specific piece of information can 
be provided when the need for it isrealised by the test subject or the test leader.  

This could be elaborated further: medical equipment of very specialised 
kinds are often not used frequently by a specific user, and users will 
consequently have only vague ideas of the point where the machine fits into the 
process to be performed. Video films could provide one solution to this 
problem (Björgvinsson & Hillgren, 2002), but during an operation the doctors 
would need to be reminded about many details. For this reason, it could be 
interesting to work with almost blank interface pages which are filled in after 
the test person has said what kind of actions he/she thinks are needed. The 
wizard can then detail these actions into executable parts, controlling e.g. an 
orthopaedic robot, without necessarily correcting the test user. Rather, by 
providing indicative subpages or new blank subpages and by robot arm 
movements, the wizard can guide the surgeon to guide the robot. (Paper 
prototyping might be used, but since the context will be very indicative for 
what could possibly be the next step, it seems at present as if full-scale Wizard-
of-Oz tests are to be preferred.) In this way a natural user interface might be 
developed which is structured in the way the surgeon thinks the system works. 
As yet, however, this project has merely begun, and the bulk of the work will be 
conducted after the present volume has been published.  

4 Concluding remarks 

The final form of an interactive product is always hard to predict. Because 
Ozlab makes it possible to test-run interfaces even when no program is yet 
available, not only the systems developers can test users’ reaction but also other 
stakeholders can experiment. For instance, not only can the designer act as 
wizard but also user-representatives can take on that role. With our Ozlab 
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system, it is possible for the programmer in the temporary role of user to see 
how real users design computer responses. Ozlab makes it possible to acquire a 
deeper understanding of the interactivity of a specific design proposal.  

So far Ozlab has been used in HCI teaching and smaller projects. Our 
experience is that people acquainted with software development have 
sometimes had noticeable difficulties in structuring the development process to 
allow for constant user testing. The principle ‘test before you program’ will 
have to be carefully taught to these students. However, even inexperienced 
designers have used Ozlab successfully in multimedia prototyping. Naturally, 
this group have an initial technical threshold to overcome when learning the 
Ozlab system. But the inexperienced designers show on the other hand a 
liberating lack of programmers’ precautions. Since they are unable to program 
anything, they focus wholeheartedly on the interactive aspects of the design, 
leaving implementational details of the design to the experts. 

In this way, Ozlab can be used to redefine the development process for user 
interfaces. By bringing in new groups as developers, new solutions to human-
computer interaction can be found even when the solutions are restricted to the 
ordinary hardware of a display with loudspeakers and a pointing-device. The 
course of an interaction is not easily predicted and it takes many test-rounds to 
seek out good patterns which can be implemented as software. Ozlab could 
help researchers as well as user interface designers in this task. 
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